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We are glad to welcome the participants from the Asia Pacific including 
the Philippines to the Conference on Climate Change Adaptation for 
Local Economic Development and to the LOGOTRI Bureau Meeting.  We 
would like to acknowledge the support of LOGOTRI Asia Pacific, LoGoTRI-
PhilNet, AECID of the Spanish Government, the Local Government 
Support Program for Local Economic Development (LGSP-LED) and the 
Local Government Academy (LGA).  

It is timely that development partners and local authorities gather together 
to share a common perspective and understanding of the implications of 
climate change adaptation to local economic development. We see the 
impact of climate change in the global arena.  Here in the Philippines –the 
dry, hot season and rainy season occur in a pattern that defies accurate 
prediction, departing from what used to be their normal occurrence, 
notably the El Niño and the La Niña phenomena.  But one thing is certain:  
We are bound to be affected if we are not prepared to cope with the 
consequences.  

In the area of local economic development (LED), you have made it to 
this historic conference to share and learn how development partners 
and local authorities play a vital role in climate change adaptation.  We 
know that we do not start from zero.  There are always good practices 
in climate change adaptation.  Local authorities need only to replicate 
these practices with some degree of customization adapted to their local 
situation. 

To the participants, let climate change adaptation be a challenge to 
responsive governance of local authorities for sustainable local economic 
development in Asia Pacific.  Climate change adaptation demands that 
the time to get our act together is now.  We have this responsibility to 
ourselves, our future and our global environment.

Let me congratulate you for your participation as we wish you success to 
achieve the ends of this conference.

JESSE M. ROBEREDO
Secretary, DILG & Chairman, LGA Board of Trustees 

MESSAGE
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Good local governance posits endless possibilities.  It is good to realize 
that we have this Conference on Climate Change Adaptation for Local 
Economic Development as a timely response, notably for local authorities 
in Asia Pacific region, to the wake-up call on climate change with imminent 
global implications that demand local initiatives. CCA is indeed an area 
for collaboration for multi-stakeholders: local authorities, development 
partners, and experts, among others.  It is a worldwide concerted action 
that transcends national boundaries to cope with the impact of climate 
change.

The global scenario on the effects of climate change should find its way to 
the institutional consciousness of local authorities with the end view of 
linking the same to local economic development that is sustainable.  Local 
authorities, more than ever, are now faced with a challenge to rise above 
their difficulties by learning from the good practices of those who have 
been into the same condition.  This calls for thorough documentation of 
the practices and how they could be adapted to local situations.  

As you delve into the climate change paradigms, discussing the science 
and economics of climate change, its impact to development, and the 
practices to cope with the effects of climate change, something exciting 
is evolving in terms of new and added knowledge and new perspectives 
in understanding climate change, not to mention the synergy from your 
combined advocacies and agenda for policy reforms.  

Our best wishes to the organizers, development partners, resource 
persons, presenters and participants for the success of the conference as 
you leave invaluable footprints in addressing climate change mitigating its 
effects through adaptation.

AUSTERE A. PANADERO, CESO I
Undersecretary for Local Government

MESSAGE
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When we look at the map of the Philippines in the Southeast Asia, 
it appears as thousands of islands highly vulnerable to sea level rise, 
typhoons, flashfloods and other effects of climate change.   As the 
capacity development agency of local authorities in the Philippines, the 
Local Government Academy (LGA) is proud to hold this Conference on 
Climate Change Adaptation for Local Economic Development.  This is 
the commencement of our journey to capacitate our local governments, 
the provinces, cities, municipalities, and barangays on climate change 
adaptation for sustainable local economic development.

We therefore hope that this conference--through social dialogues 
and interaction of participants with the resource persons and paper 
presenters, will teach us new ways of adapting to climate change towards 
sustained local economic development.  The proactive initiatives to 
respond to climate change, with special focus on the good practices in 
the Asia Pacific, could be an eye opener for local authorities in the region.  
Local authorities can come away with important lessons on how to 
replicate and localize these good practices.

Let this conference be the beginning of our journey together with one 
vision to combat the challenges of climate change. With the support of 
our development partners, we can achieve sustainable local economic 
development, as we take a special focus on the imperatives of climate 
change adaptation.

MARIVEL C. SACENDONCILLO, CESO III
 Executive Director

MESSAGE
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On behalf of the Agencia Española de Cooperacion Internacional para 
el Desarrollo (AECID), we welcome this opportunity to be part of the 
organizers of this conference on the convergence of Climate Change 
Adaptation and Local Economic Development (CCA4LED). 

AECID, has been, for a good number of years, a strong partner of the 
Philippines in development and especially, in the fulfillment of the 
Millennium Development Goals. One of the programs that AECID is 
currently working on is the Strengthening Local Governments in the 
Philippines (SLGP), in partnership with the Local Government Academy 
(LGA) and the regional offices of the Department of the Interior and Local 
Government (DILG) in Bicol and Caraga. SLGP is a program that aims to 
strengthen the institutional capacities of LGUs enabling them to create 
a business-friendly environment that fosters a sustainable climate for 
financing and investment.

AECID is very much aware of the huge challenge posed by climate change 
to humanity and we have made it our mission to assist other countries 
in their efforts to adapt and mitigate its effects. In partnering with LGA 
in the conduct of this forum, we have two basic objectives: 1) We hope 
to further raise the awareness of our partner local government units to 
climate change in the context of the economic profitability and social 
viability of their local enterprises; 2) Encourage national government 
agencies, non-governmental organizations, civil society organizations and 
the business sector to support our local government units in their efforts 
to work together in an efficient way.

We do hope this event serves as an opportunity to exchange lessons 
learnt and create new partnerships. Thank you very much for your active 
participation.

 
VICENTE SELLES ZARAGOCI 
Coordinator-General, AECID-Philippines  

MESSAGE
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The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction reported 
that hydro-meteorological disasters doubled all over the world in just a 
period of ten years (1991-2000).  This has affected 2 billion people and 
led to economic losses of over US$700 billion.  Such numbers clearly 
highlight the link between climate change and economic development.

Predominantly coastal and agricultural areas, Philippine communities 
are susceptible to various calamities.  As front liners in environmental 
stewardship, local governments must recognize that climate variability 
and extremes pose a threat to successful local economic development 
efforts. To facilitate increase in economic activity – characterized by 
new and expanding businesses, more investments, greater agricultural 
productivity, increase in tourist arrivals, etc – LGUs need to be able to 
identify, mitigate and diminish the impact of environmental disasters. 

As a capacity development Program working with select LGUs and LGU 
Alliances to develop innovative LED models and approaches that will create 
more jobs and produce other important economic benefits for women 
and men, the Local Governance Support Program for Local Economic 
Development or LGSP-LED supports the conduct of Environmental 
Impact Assessments or Strategic Environment Assessments to ensure 
that the LED efforts being pursued by LGUs are environmentally sound.  
The Program also works to ensure the integration of environmental risks 
and considerations in sector or industry profiles, LED strategic planning 
processes, and in the implementation of LED initiatives and actions. This 
sometimes involves technical assistance to update and enforce local 
ordinances, guidelines or institutional structures that will reflect the 
LGU’s environmental commitments and specific environmental initiatives 
within LED.

LGSP-LED is also collaborating with LGA in the development of a LED 
Curriculum for LGUs, which will incorporate modules on climate change 
adaptation and disaster risk management.

LGUs need to understand their critical role in shaping and implementing 
successful adaptation measures that would ensure continued service 
delivery and provide safety nets for highly vulnerable groups. They 
need to recognize that effective climate change adaptation 
approaches are based on participatory learning and action 
utilizing the priorities, knowledge and capacities of local 
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people. Thus, linkages between local government, national government, 
community groups and the private sector to address climate change need 
to be strengthened. 

LGSP-LED is pleased to partner with the Local Government Academy in 
its endeavors to promote practices, tools and programs to build LGU 
capacities to implement environmentally-sound measures and grow local 
economies that are more resilient in the face of climate change.

MARION MACEDA VILLANUEVA
Field Director, LGSP-LED
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Local Governments in the Asia Pacific region have been giving priority 
attention to their responsibility of improving the quality of life and 
alleviating poverty on a sustainable basis for several decades. In fact, 
many local governments have successfully localized their approaches to 
contribute to the attainment of the MDG goal of poverty alleviation. In this 
fight against poverty, a major component of the development toolkit is 
innovative approaches to local economic development (LED), recognizing 
that specific income generation is basic to alleviation of poverty. The 
Asia-pacific approach to LED is comprehensive, a multi-sector, multi-
stakeholder partnership that brings together the wide ranging inputs 
required together to undertake a sustainable LED programme. 

Sustainability of the LED outcomes, anchored on the principles of 
economic, environmental, inclusive and equity approaches remains 
a challenge among countries. These challenges are now further 
accentuated by the global challenges of climate change. Climate change 
affects everyone, the rich and the poor, regardless of location, city and 
country size. The effects are far-reaching and most significantly, cut across 
generations. Local governments have a critical role, as they directly deal 
with the people at the grass root level. However, the success of their 
initiatives also requires an outcome-oriented partnership with their 
national governments as well as the international community, as climate 
change impacts are not city or country specific but cut across all physical/
geographic boundaries. Local government strategy has to be drawn in 
this perspective of a wide range of partnerships. No local government 
can effectively address climate change challenges on its own.

This initiative of an international conference is well designed, as it brings 
together key players in the battle of climate change, from different 
tiers of the government within a country, apart from inter-connected 
countries, the international support agencies, and the people. The 
Local Government Network of Training and Research Institutes in the 
Asia-Pacific region (LOGOTRI) welcomes this participatory multi-sector 
approach. This approach is an integral part of the research and training 
agenda of LOGOTRI, building cross city and country partnerships to 
address the challenges of poverty, LED and more recently, climate change. 

LOGOTRI is of the view that local governments have to be equipped 
with adequate institutional and technical capacities to handle all 
inter-related aspects of climate change management. The 
climate change  development agenda has to include, 

MESSAGE
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apart from technical and measurement issues of the level of climate 
changes, the causative factors and the adaptation strategies, also the 
planning and policy issues to effectively implement the strategies. It will 
be a challenge to ensure that LED initiatives have sustainable outcomes, 
after taking into its operations the issues of climate change. Programs 
and projects being implemented and sustained at the local level need to 
be sufficiently managed towards climate change adaptation principles. 
LOGOTRI believes that these can be achieved through multifarious 
partnerships, collaboration and stakeholder support. Initiatives when 
jointly undertaken, yield lasting impacts and sustained success that will 
definitely improve the lives of the people. 

It is in this perspective that the LOGOTRI joins hands with the local 
governments in initiating the Conference on Climate Change Adaptation 
for Local Economic Development (LED). Through this Conference, LOGOTRI 
intends to share its knowledge and experience on implementing this 
initiative to local governments with the hopes to escalate and mainstream 
similar efforts among local governments. This Conference serves as a 
venue to forge partnerships, learn from local governments’ initiatives and 
efforts to protect their investments against the wrath of climate change 
and environmental challenges. We are pleased and honored to share 
these experiences as we move forward to continuous local government 
capacity building. This serves as our response to the call for sustainable 
development in the midst of the global challenge of climate change and 
poverty alleviation. 

LOGOTRI wishes to recognize this initiative of the Department of the 
Interior and Local Government, Government of the Philippines, through 
its Local Government Academy, Local Resource and Training Institutes 
through the LOGOTRI- Philippines Network and a significant partner in 
international development cooperation work, the Spanish Technical 
Cooperation Agency (AECID). Hopes are high to improve the lives of 
the people through strengthened and climate change resilient local 
governments. 

DR. VINAY D. LALL
President, LOGOTRI-Asia and the Pacific
Director-General, Society for Development Studies, India
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In 2009, the country experienced the worst flooding in history.  Typhoon 
Ondoy wreaked havoc in the Philippines causing massive destruction of 
houses and buildings, and hundreds of lives lost.   This is just a singular 
testament of the impact of climate change.  Around the world, rising 
temperatures, extreme weather events, droughts and floods tells us that 
it is a global threat.  This global phenomenon has been developing and 
transforming rapidly and we need to address it now.

In the Asia Pacific region, its population and economic activities are largely 
dependent on coastal areas, agriculture and eco-tourism.  These areas 
are highly vulnerable to the adverse consequences of climate change.  
Although some policies such as The Kyoto Protocol and UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change address those challenges, the nation 
states’ ratification and full support are essential in translating these 
policies into viable actions.   

There is a need to bring these policies into actions—and actions into life.

The conference hopes to achieve more than addressing the effects of 
climate change on local economic development, but also to prepare and 
understand the value of investing on strategies to mitigate its impact, in 
order to fully promote and secure sustainable economic development.  

The two-day event has the following components: Climate Change 
Adaptation Measures towards Sustainable Local Economic Development 
(LED); The Philippine Climate Change Framework; Collaboration Areas in 
Climate Change Adaptation for Local Economic Development; and Leading 
through the Challenges of Climate Change while discovering LED.  

The concurrent breakout sessions explores the four sectors deeply 
affected by climate change:  Agriculture/Food Security/Fisheries; Tourism; 
Water Security; and Infrastructure and Basic Utilities.  

PROGRAM OVERVIEW



 CCA4LED Logo Description

Climate Change is not a recent phenomenon. But its effect on local 
economic development is significant.  In the Philippines, the rising 
number of floods and storms are alarming. Multi-partnerships and joint 
collaborations are keys in recognizing the link between climate change 
and sustainable economic development; in mobilizing communities; and 
in implementing viable strategies and providing solutions to the issues and 
challenges of climate change.  Our branding—CCA4LED logo embodies 
these various elements to reveal the message to people.

The Helix is a powerful design of two joining forces intertwined to mobilize 
global action.

Centered in the round logo, the helix has two components. The first link 
represents climate change action. The second represents local economic 
development. As a country situated in the Asia Pacific region, it is no 
doubt that Philippines’ agribusiness and tourism sector is vulnerable to 
the vagaries of the weather and adverse consequences of climate change. 
These intertwining links emphasizes the need to recognize the possible 
impacts of climate change on economic development and economic 
growth.   

The bright yellow force enveloping the Helix reveals strength, power and 
movement. When the links of climate change and LED join forces, these 
ideas put into action are mobilized.  Just as the white lines of the Helix has 
no ends, action and progress must always deliver.

The use of earthy tones- from mid-greens, browns and blues in the round 
logo is the embodiment of the earth. The large circle also signifies that 
climate change is not an isolated issue, rather a global experience.  

The three circles inside are various symbols that represent elements 
related to CCA4LED. The dry earth represents climate change. The second 
circle illustrates agriculture and money, both symbols that demonstrates 
LED. The third circle of joint hands underscores the importance of 
partnership, collaboration and dialogue to achieve the ultimate goal:  To 
address the consequences of climate change and to promote sustainable 
LED strategies.
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The Department of  the Interior and Local Government 

The Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG) is an 
executive department of the Philippine Government, a primary catalyst 
for excellence in local governance, that nurtures self-reliant, progressive, 
orderly, safe and globally competitive communities sustained by God-
centered and empowered citizenry.  The Department is responsible for 
promoting peace and order, ensuring public safety, and strengthening 
the capabilities of local government units, to effectively deliver basic 
services to the citizenry through the active participation of people, and a 
professionalized corps of civil servants.  
 
On December 13, 1990, DILG was established after several organizational 
restructuring and transformations.  Housed under the DILG umbrella 
are two major divisions:  The Local Government Sector focuses on 
the improved performance of local governments in governance; 
administration; social and economic development; and environmental 
management.  Their objectives are to enhance LGU capacities to improve 
their performance and enable them to effectively and efficiently deliver 
services to their constituents and to continue to initiate policy reforms in 
support of local autonomy.  

The Interior Sector is responsible for the National Police, whose mission 
is to sustain the peace and order conditions, and ensure public safety.  
Specifically, it aims to reduce crime incidents and improve crime solution 
efficiency; improve jail management and penology services; improve fire 
protection services; and continue professionalization of PNP, BFP, and 
BJMP personnel and services.

Today, the Department faces a new era of meeting the challenges of local 
autonomy, peace and order, and public safety.

ORGANIZERS
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The Local Government Academy (LGA) is the country’s premier training 
ground and development center for capacity building towards innovative 
and effective local governance.  The central office is based in Pasig City, and 
its training center located at the University of the Philippines in Los Banos.  
LGA provides services to local government units and to DILG personnel—
from program designing to training implementation and other forms of 
technical assistance. These programs range from basic orientation to 
specialization courses on Governance and Administration, Social Services, 
Economic Development, and Environmental Management.  

In its 22 years of existence, LGA continues to fulfill its role to formulate 
policies and standards on local government capacity development; to 
coordinate National Government Agencies’ capacity development; to 
provide knowledge management for local governance and development; 
and to establish mechanisms for delivery of capacity development 
services.  

The LGA recognizes the importance of strengthening and enhancing 
linkages with various leagues and has broadened its network of local 
and international partners.  At the local level, LGA collaborates with The 
Local Governance Training and Research Institutes Philippine Network 
(LoGoTRI-PhilNet); The Union of Local Authorities of the Philippines 
(ULAP); National Government Agencies (NGAs) involved in Local 
Governance and other national network of local governments.  

It has also built international partnerships with Network of Local 
Government Training and Research Institutes (LOGOTRI) in Asia and the 
Pacific; International Union of Local Authorities (IULA-ASPAC); and Eastern 
Regional Organization for Public Administration (EROPA).  

The Local Government Academy (LGA)
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Local Governance Support Program for Local 
Economic Development (LGSP-LED) 

Local Governance Support Program for Local Economic Development 
(LGSP-LED) is an eight-year (2008-2016) collaborative Program of the 
Governments of Canada and the Philippines geared towards reducing 
poverty by strengthening local governance and supporting sustainable 
local economic development (LED).  It is implemented in partnership with 
the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG), and funded 
by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) through 
the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) and the Association of Canadian 
Community Colleges (ACCC).

LGSP-LED nurtures and mentors participating LGUs and LGU Alliances to 
become beacons of LED through capacity development and leadership, 
strategic planning and implementation, public-private partnerships and 
knowledge management.

The Program has two components: local and national, which are mutually 
supportive to improve the prospects for LED.  

At the local level, LGSP-LED works with select LGUs and LGU Alliances to 
develop innovative LED models and approaches that will create more jobs 
and produce other important economic benefits for women and men.  
The national level work addresses ways to improve the harmonization 
and coordination of national LED policies, programs and services in the 
country. 

Growing local economies

Innovation. Collaboration. Local Action.
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The Local Governance Training and Research Institutes 
Philippine Network (LoGoTRI – PhilNet) 

The Local Governance Training and Research Institutes Philippine Network 
(LoGoTRI-PhilNet) is the country’s response to rationalize and direct 
the capacity development efforts in local governance and to institute 
mechanisms towards a sustained, responsive, appropriate, transparent, 
accountable, and quality capacity building interventions to the local 
governments. 

Built on the core principles of Synergy through partnership and teamwork, 
Collegiality in diversity, Participation of stakeholders, Respect for individual 
members’ autonomy, Excellence in governance, Professionalism and 
Integrity, LoGoTRI-PhilNet acts as a catalyst of change towards good 
and transparent local governance built through strong and sustainable 
partnerships. 

Patterned after the Local Government Training and Research Institutes 
(LOGOTRI) in the Asia- Pacific, the Local Government Academy of the 
Department of the Interior and Local Government (LGA-DILG) has 
facilitated its establishment on September 12, 2003 during the National 
Convention of Local Resource Institutions (LRIs) held in Los Baños, Laguna. 
A total of 40 LRIs from all over the Philippines took part in organizing the 
Network.

An 11-member Board of Directors governs the Network. It consists 
of  two representatives each from the National Capital Region, Luzon, 
Visayas, and Mindanao and three members elected at-large during the 
regular General Assembly. The National Secretariat is presently located 
at the Local Government Academy. Since its establishment in 2003, the 
membership of the Network has increased significantly. As of June 2006, 
76 government entities, academic institutions, consulting companies, 
non-government organizations and people’s organizations constitute the 
Network.

LoGoTRI-PhilNet’s activities and services are geared towards local 
government capacity building such as technical advisory services, 
trainings, study tours, research and policy studies, documentation, 
knowledge management and staff exchanges. 
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LOGOTRI Asia and the Pacific 

The LOGOTRI stands for the Network of Local Government and Research 
Training Institutes in Asia and the Pacific (LOGOTRI).  It was established 
in 1999 by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific (UNESCAP) to help improve public service delivery in the 
Region.   LOGOTRI is a small network with 28 institutes from 15 countries of 
Asia and the Pacific and Europe as its charter signatories. It is a non-profit 
international association, with members composed of governmental, 
autonomous private sector institutions and organizations.  LOGOTRI aims 
to establish technical co-operation among local government training and 
research institutes and works to strengthen the institutional and technical 
capacities of these training centers. 

To achieve its objectives, LOGOTRI :

• Organizes advisory services, training workshops, study tours, 
research studies, documentation and information and staff 
exchange

• Develops and maintains a regional information resource center 
and issues newsletter

• Organizes any other activities as may be deemed necessary from 
time to time, for the purpose of attaining its objectives

 
Most of its activities are undertaken on the basis of Technical Cooperation 
among Developing Countries (TCDC). Under this mechanism LOGOTRI 
provides international costs such as round trip airfares, while the 
participating institutes provide all local costs, such as accommodation, 
food, local transport, etc. The cost sharing mechanism ensures that 
LOGOTRI activities are demand and member driven.

LOGOTRI’s mission is “to build the capacities of local government training 
and research institutes so that these institutes can provide sound technical 
and managerial training and undertake research”.    
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TIME                                                 ACTIVITIES

Day 1 (January 17, 2011)

8:00-9:00 Registration

9:00-10:00 •	 OPENING CEREMONY

•	 INVOCATION /NATIONAL ANTHEM

Ms. Joy Juanite
Local Government 
Academy

•	 WELCOME MESSAGE Dir. Marivel C. 
Sacendoncillo
Executive Director,  LGA/ 
President, LOGOTRI-
PhilNet

•	 MESSAGES FROM PARTNERS

•	 KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Mr. Vicente Selles 
Zaragozi
Coordinator-General, 
AECID

Ms. Marion Villanueva
Field Director, LGSP-LED

Hon. Austere A. 
Panadero
Undersecretary, DILG 

10:00-
10:15

•	 CONFERENCE OVERVIEW
Asst. Dir.  Thelma T. 
Vecina
LGA

10:15-
10:45

•	 Session 1

Climate Change Adaptation Measures Towards 
Sustainable Local Economic Development (LED)

Mr. Leandro Buendia
Project Coordinator, 
UNFCCC-USEPA Capacity 
Building Project

CONFERENCE ON CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
for LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

17-18 January 2011
The Heritage Hotel, Pasay City

PROVISIONAL PROGRAM
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10:45-
11:15

•	 Session 2

 The Philippine Climate Change Framework
Hon. Mary Anne L. Sering
Vice Chair, Climate 
Change Commission

11:15-
12:00

•	 Session 3

•	 Collaboration Areas in Climate Change Adaptation 
for Local Economic Development

Dr. Aser Javier
University of the 
Philippine
Los Baños

12:00-1:30                                          Lunch Break

1:30-5:00 •	 Session 4 (Concurrent Sessions)

Room A
•	 Sector 1 

Agriculture, Fisheries & Food Security
Mr. Marlon D. Era
De la Salle University
(Facilitator)

Presenters:

•	 Dr. Ranjith Perera
UEM-Asian Institute of Technology
Thailand

•	 Usec. Rosalina Bistoyong
Dept. of Agrarian Reform

•	 Engr. Samuel Contreras
Department of Agriculture

•	 Engr. Loreto Sanchez
San Carlos City



Room B
•	 Sector 2

Tourism

Ms. Pamela G. Oppus
Executive Director
League of  Cities of the 
Philippines
(Facilitator)

Presenters:

• Dr. Erwin Balane
CTOO, Regional Planning Div.
Department of Tourism

• Hon. Edward Hagedorn
Mayor, Puerto Princesa City

• Hon. Felipe Hilan A. Nava
Governor, Guimaras

Room C
•	 Sector 3

Water Security

Ms. Fe Criscilla M. 
Banluta
Outcome Manager, 
WSSP-OPDS, DILG
(Facilitator)

Presenters:

• Dir. Vicente S. Paragas
National Water Resources Board

• Dir. Auke Idzenga
Alternative Indigenous Dev’t Foundation, Bacolod City

Room D
•	 Sector 4

Infrastructure  and Basic Utilities

ARD Elias Fernandez
DILG-Region VII
(Facilitator)

Presenters:

• Green Architecture, Green Urbanism and Green 
Infrastructure to Address Climate Change

• Arch. Felino A. Palafox, Jr.
Founder, Palafox  Associates 

• Engr. Honore Jordan
Project Coordinator on CC
Sorsogon City

• Hon. Herbert Bautista
City Mayor, Quezon City

5:30-6:30 Dinner
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Day 2 (January 18, 2011)

9:00-9:30 Introduction of Day 2
Dr. Aser Javier
U.P. Los Baños

9:30-10:30 •	 Session 5

Leading through the Challenges of 
Climate Change while discovering LED 
Opportunities

Hon. Joey Salceda
Governor, Province of Albay

Hon. Nestor B. Fongwan
Governor, Province of Benguet

Hon. Edgardo M. Chatto
Governor, Province of Bohol

Hon. Aurelio M. Umali
Governor, Province of Nueva Ecija

10:30-
11:00

•	 Conference Synthesis 

•	 Press Conference (Joya I & II)

Dr. Aser Javier
University of the Philippine
Los Baños

11:00-
12:00

•	 Closing Remarks

Hon. Jesse M. Robredo
Secretary, DILG &
Chairperson, LGA Board of 
Trustees
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SESSIONS BRIEFERS

Session 1: Climate Change Adaptation Measures towards 
Sustainable Local Economic Development 
This session will provide information on observed climate changes in 
the country and its impacts to vulnerable sectors such as agriculture, 
tourism, water and health sector.  Part of the discussions will focus on the 
impact of climate change on local economic development (LED).  Expert 
recommendation to enhance the quality of CCA, specifically adaptation 
practices and initiatives to promote sustainable LED will be featured. 

Session 2: The Philippine Climate Change Framework
This session will present the National Framework Strategy of the 
Philippines.  The discussion will address the purpose and objectives of 
the framework, including critical aspects of climate change that affects 
all levels of government. Likewise, it will feature the country’s climate 
change adaptation initiatives envisioned by the government to turn the 
Philippines into a climate-change-resilient country.

Session 3: Collaboration Areas in Climate Change Adaptation for 
Local Economic Development
This part will present potential collaboration areas that climate change 
adaptation (CCA) stakeholders can work together to advance the CCA 
initiatives towards sustainable local economic development.  It will also 
highlight the challenges and opportunities brought by climate change 
paradigms that different stakeholders can discover and explore.

Session 4: Concurrent Sessions

Sector 1: Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food Security
Seventy-five percent of the world’s poor are living in rural areas 
primarily involved in farming and agriculture. Growth in the 
agricultural sector remains fundamental for poverty alleviation, 
economic growth and environmental sustainability. But increased 
incidence of floods, droughts, and rising temperatures puts the 
agriculture sector under threat.  Temperature, radiation, rainfall, 
soil moisture and carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration are all 
important variables to determine agricultural productivity. 
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Climate change is an important challenge for future food 
security.  In the coming years, studies forecast that the number 
of undernourished people will increase.  Climate change directly 
affects food production through changes in agro-ecological 
conditions, therefore affecting growth and distribution of income.  
Agriculture in the 20th century will therefore be undergoing 
significant challenges, arising largely from the need to increase the 
global food.  Adjustments and adaptation initiatives must come 
into play to respond to the impacts of climate change, and to 
ensure environmental sustainability

This is a venue to discuss and take stock of innovations that may 
address climate change, agriculture and food security issues. 
Approaches and responses to opportunities and challenges will 
also be tackled thereby scaling-up replicable models of climate 
change-smart agriculture and food security.

Sector 2: Tourism
More than three million visitors from all over the world come 
to the Philippines annually.  Considered as one of the top three 
industries, tourism is a driver of the economy – generating and 
increasing revenues across the country.

Being a tourist destination in Southeast Asia, Philippines considers 
ecological tourism as a forefront endeavor of various stakeholders 
at the national and local levels.  Concerted efforts from both levels 
must contribute in delivering appropriate activities and strategic 
actions to enhance and develop the industry.

The session would bring into focus this awareness among the 
participants - the value of promoting climate change adaptation 
in local tourism program for economic development as well as 
the pursuit of ecological local adaptation practice in promoting 
tourism. It is equally significant to understand and take into 
account the integrated sustainable tourism management plan of 
the Philippine Government.
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Sector 3:  Infrastructure/ Urban Development towards Sustainable 
Local Economic Development
This session’s discussion focuses on urban planning and 
infrastructure development as it takes into account climate change 
examples towards sustainable development. It would also feature 
case studies and good practices on infrastructure improvements 
which can be replicated by local government units. 

Basically, the session aims to enhance the capacities of local 
authorities and institutions.  It will demonstrate how climate 
change adaptation strategies can be utilized and how to build 
climate change resiliency towards sustainable local economic 
development (LED).

Sector 4: Water Security
Water security can greatly affect a nation's development, as water 
sustains life both directly through consumption and indirectly 
through its use in agriculture and industry. This is particularly true 
for a developing country like the Philippines where countryside 
livelihoods are basically linked to water availability and use.

Actions to mitigate climate change by reducing the levels of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere will be essential in the long 
term. But climate change is already underway.  Even if mitigation 
efforts could immediately reduce carbon emissions to zero, water 
supplies would already be affected.

This session in water security will focus on the country’s adaptation 
efforts on water governance and management.  Specifically, it 
will discuss the various appropriate mechanisms that must be 
employed to adapt to the effects of climate change, as well as plan 
of actions and strategies that are suitable for different parts of the 
country.  

This will also be a sharing session on the winning local practice on 
coping with variability in water supplies that does not necessary 
require new technologies.   This practice uses traditional means 
that increases water accessibility by moving resources from water-
rich areas to regions where demand outstrips supply.  This session 
will illustrate how a local action can be a key part of the solution in 
climate change adaptation for water security.
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Session 5: Leading through the Challenges of Climate Change 
while Discovering LED Opportunities
Passion, patience, persistence, creativity and innovation are some of the 
leadership qualities and attributes that are needed in managing Local 
Government Units.  This session will explore and encourage the value of 
seeking opportunity and networking to advance climate change initiatives 
while discovering economic opportunities at the local level.  The speaker 
will engage the participants in a dialogue to discuss various initiatives 
and entrepreneurial approaches to influence economic activities while 
combating the challenges of climate change.  
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Mr. LEANDRO BUENDIA

Mr. Buendia is a renowned international expert in greenhouse gas 
inventories and National Communications to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change or UNFCCC. He is currently 
the Project Coordinator of the US EPA – UNFCCC Project on “Regional 
Capacity Building Project for Sustainable National Greenhouse Gas 
Inventory Systems in Southeast Asia”, and the Team Leader of the 
European Commission – GTZ Project on “Capacity Building on Monitoring, 
Reporting, and Verification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Actions in 
Indonesia and Mexico”. For close to eight years he has worked with the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) - National Greenhouse 
Gas Inventory Programme and was the one of the editors of the IPCC 
Greenhouse Gas Inventory Guidelines and Good Practice Guidance. 

Mr. Buendia serves as Lead Reviewer on Annex 1 Parties National 
Communication and National Inventory Reports to UNFCCC. He was 
the Team Leader for Agriculture sector greenhouse gas inventory in the 
Philippines Second National Communication. He does consultancy work 
with Asian Development Bank, UNFCCC, and the Philippine Council for 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Natural Resources Research and Development 
(PCARRD) on issues related to climate change adaptation and mitigation. 
He has extensive experience on measuring methane emission from rice 
field having served as Assistant Scientist of the International Rice Research 
Institute.

Dr. ASER JAVIER

Dr. Aser B. Javier is Associate Professor of Development Management 
and Local Governance at the Institute of Development Management 
and Governance of the University of the Philippines Los Banos. He has 
over 18 years of professional experience in the study and applications 
of development management and governance, pioneering the 
theorizing for the emergence of public entrepreneurship in Philippine 
local governments. He teaches under a multi-cultural environment the 
following courses- residential mode; governance and development, public 
policy and program administration, human behavior in organizations, 

SPEAKERS
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planned change in development, project development management 
and on-line; theories of public administration.   He has also published 
numerous articles in international refereed journals both here and abroad. 
Dr. Javier has a Ph.D. in International Development Administration from 
the Graduate School of International Development, Nagoya University 
from a scholarship award from the Ministry of Education, Government 
of Japan.  Dr. Javier is the director of the Institute of Strategic Planning 
and Policy Studies (ISPPS) and immediate past director of the Institute of 
Development Management and Governance (IDMG) of the University of 
the Philippines Los Banos. 

In his consulting practice, Dr. Javier focuses on helping clients anticipate 
the fundamental impacts of good governance and the need for change 
helping them develop a range of strategies and interventions for the 
transformation and innovations of institutions. He has served as adviser/
consultant, expert and resource person for many local government units, 
local government leagues, academic institutions, the Philippine Congress, 
other sub-and national government agencies, like the Department of 
Health (DoH), individual officials both executive and legislative and non-
government organizations both in the Philippines and abroad. 

Dr. RANJITH PERERA

Dr Ranjith Perera is an Architect-Planner. He received B.Sc. (Built 
Environment) Hons., and M.Sc.(Architecture) degrees from the University 
of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka in 1983 and 1986, respectively. His planning 
education was from the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand 
where he received M.Sc. (Urban Planning & Housing) in 1989 and Ph.D. 
(Urban Environmental Management) in 1994. He was a Fulbright Post-
doctoral fellow at the School of Planning, University of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
USA in 1997/98. He joined the UEM Field of Study of SERD-AIT in 2001, 
after serving as a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Architecture, 
University of Moratuwa since 1994. 

Currently, he is an associate professor at the School of Environment, 
Resources and Development at the Asian Institute Technology in Bangkok.  
He is responsible for offering the four courses, Urban Environmental 
Management Systems, Urban Planning and Environmental Design, 
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Disaster Management in Urban Environmental Planning, and Urban 
Environmental Management Workshop, in the UEM Field of Study. 
 
Dr. Perera has a wide knowledge on Asian urban issues. He was the 
co-manager of the Urban Management Program, Asia (2003 – 2006), funded 
by UN-Habitat, and Director of the South East Asia Urban Environmental 
Management Application Project funded by CIDA (2005-2007). His main 
research interests are on eco-sensitive architecture and planning, strategic 
planning, management of the urban built-environment for adaptations to 
climate change, and results based project management and evaluation. 

Engr. SAMUEL CONTRERAS

Samuel Contreras is an agriculture engineer at the Department of 
Agriculture.  He received several honors, among others.  He was 
awarded Outstanding Agricultural Engineer in the field of Soil and Water 
Management, given by the Philippine Society of Agricultural Engineers 
and  as Outstanding Employee for Technical Service (Supervisory Level), 
given by the Bureau of Soils and Water Management.  

Contreras is an  author and co-author of many international papers 
such as: Managing Aquifer Recharge and Discharge for Sustain Irrigation 
Livelihood under Water Scarcity and Climate Change, Small Water 
Impounding Project: A small eco-efficient infrastructure in the upland 
communities in the Philippines, and Water Use Efficiency in Irrigation: A 
Review of the Philippine Situation.  

He has served as a resource speaker on many occasions, some of which 
deals with topics on water technologies and sustainable agricultural 
development; Tsunami disaster-risk preparedness and contingency 
planning; rainwater harvesting technologies in agricultural production 
and climate change.  

He was born on February 13, 1960.  He finished his Bachelor of Science in 
Agricultural Engineering at the G. Araneta University Foundation.  He then 
pursued a Master’s of Applied Science in Natural Resources Engineering 
at Lincoln University in New Zealand.  
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Hon. FELIPE HILAN NAVA

Governor Felipe Hilan Nava was the elected Governor of the Province 
of Guimaras on May 2007.  With his 100 days in service, Governor has 
brought winning recognitions to the province:  Best Tourism-Oriented 
LGU Province in Region VI; Green Banner Awardee for 2007 in Nutrition 
Congress; and Best Provincial Peace and Order Council, National Awardee.  

He started his career in politics when he got elected as Municipal Mayor 
of Jordan for three consecutive terms (1998 – 2007). He gained several 
national recognitions for his municipality. Among others, the Municipality 
of Jordan was adjudged as Model Fishery and Aquatic Resources 
Management Council (FARMC) in 2000 and awarded as the Most Child 
Friendly Municipality for the First to Third Class Municipalities and 
Component Cities category. He was elected President of the League of 
Municipalities in the Philippines, Guimaras Chapter in 2004 to 2007.

Governor Nava was born on February 24, 1964.  After finishing secondary 
education at UP High School, Iloilo (1980), he took up BS Biology at UP 
Visayas and graduated in 1984. He earned his Doctor of Medicine Degree 
at the West Visayas State University and his 4-year Orthopedic training at 
the Philippine Orthopedic Center.

Hon. EDWARD HAGEDORN 

Edward Hagedorn was elected mayor of Puerto Princesa City in 1992. 
At the same time, he served as Representative of League of Cities of 
the Philippines, Region IV; Member of National Executive Board of Boy 
Scout of the Philippines; and Assemblyman of Southern Philippines 
Council for Peace and Development.  With the overwhelming support 
of the people of Puerto Princesa, he transformed the city as a major 
eco-tourism destination and model in environment protection. Puerto 
Princesa became a Hall of Fame Awardee for being the cleanest and 
greenest component city in the Philippines. It has been generously 
given national and international awards and recognition for various 
innovative programs and projects -- a proof of seriousness of purpose and 
magnitude of success. Edward Hagedorn finished his three consecutive 
terms as mayor of Puerto Princesa on June 30, 2001. But on November 
12, 2002, the Supreme Court qualified him to serve a fresh term, and he 
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sits as mayor again after winning in a special election called by majority of 
Barangay Officials on September 24, 2002. Observers classed it, the most 
remarkable Edward Hagedorn victory so far.

Edward Hagedorn was born on October 12, 1946 in Paranaque, Rizal. He 
studied in San Sebastian College-Recoletos and University of the East in 
Manila.

Hon. HERBERT CONSTANTINE MACLANG BAUTISTA

Mayor Herbert Constantine Maclang Bautista is the Mayor of Quezon City 
from 2010 to 2013. He was Vice Mayor of Quezon City for three terms, 
from 2001 to 2010, but previously already been Vice Mayor from 1995 to 
1998, having been the youngest elected vice mayor of the City in 1995 at 
27 years old.  Concurrently, he is the public relations officer for the National 
Capital Region of the League of Cities Philippines, as well as Chairman of 
the Social Development Committee of the Regional Development Council 
of the Metro Manila Development Authority.

His priority governance thrusts are poverty alleviation, environment 
management, well-rationalized urban development and e-governance. 
He is a strong advocate of sustainable approaches to urban renewal, 
combined with effective formulas to eradicate urban blight through 
well-crafted, multi-stakeholder programs for affordable strong housing 
and resettlement.  He is a champion of good ecological principles and is 
working to spread this advocacy to create more quality communities in 
Quezon City.

Mayor Bautista graduated from the San Beda College of Manila with a 
baccalaureate degree in Philosophy and Letters in 1992.   He then obtained 
a Master of Arts degree in Public Administration from the University of 
the Philippines National College of Public Administration and Governance 
(UP- NCPAG).  He is also alumnus of the National Defense College of the 
Philippines where he obtained his Masters degree in National Security 
Administration. He is working towards his Doctorate degree in Political 
Science (International Studies and Development) from the University of 
the Philippines. 
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Hon. JOSE CLEMENTE “JOEY” SARTE SALCEDA 

Jose Clemente “Joey” Sarte Salceda is the governor of the province of 
Albay in the Philippines.  Voted by foreign fund managers in Asiamoney’s 
Annual Survey as “Best Analyst” in 1995 and “Best Economist” for four 
consecutive years from 1993 to 1996, Salceda brought to Congress 
a wealth of experience from the financial markets and the field of 
economics.

During his term of office, he was able to enact three important measures. 
He was the principal sponsor and co-author, respectively, of Republic 
Act No. 8751 or the Countervailing Duty Act, Republic Act No. 8752 or 
the Anti-Dumping Duty Act, and Republic Act No. 8800 or the Safeguard 
Measures Act. These measures are critical in allowing the country realize 
the full benefits of its membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
and at the same time protect domestic farmers.

In recognition of his economic expertise, he held several key positions in 
the 11th Congress.  He served as Chairman of the Committee on Trade 
and Industry and vice chair of the Committees on Ways and Means 
and Economic Affairs. He was the Lower House representative to the 
Coordinating Council for Private Sector Participation or CCPSP (formerly 
the Coordinating Council of the Philippines Assistance Program or CCPAP).

Before joining the legislature, Salceda was the Research Director of UBS 
Warburg (a division of Swiss Bank Corporation). While with UBS, he was 
voted among the top five analysts in a 1996 survey of Philippine fund 
managers. He also served as Research Director of Barings Securities Phils. 
(Now ING Group) for five years. 

Hon. NESTOR B. FONGWAN

Nestor B. Fongwan won his mayoral seat in La Trinidad in 1998.  Under his 
watch, the Municipality of La Trinidad earned international recognition 
for leading the 2004 Strawberry Festival that landed the town in the 
Guinness Book of world Records as having produced the largest strawberry 
shortcake.  It also won recognitions for being the first LGU to construct and 
develop a modern sanitary garbage site and materials recovery facility 
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in the Cordillera Administrative Region; and for being in the forefront of 
the campaign against vegetable smuggling and the protection of the local 
highland vegetable industry.

His political career begun in 1988 when he won a seat in the Sangguniang 
Bayan of La Trinidad, Benguet.   After serving one term at the municipal 
council, he won the vice mayor position in 1992. 

Before venturing into politics, he began his civil service career as clerk of 
the Benguet Provincial Auditor’s Office, then the Philippine National Bank, 
Benguet Branch. In 1978, he assumed the directorship of the Benguet 
Electric Cooperative, then in 1981 of the La Trinidad Water District as well. 
He served in both positions until 1983.

Nestor B. Fongwan was born June 12, 1951.  He completed his elementary 
education at the Pico Elementary School and high school at the Baguio 
Tech (UB). He obtained both his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees at the 
University of Baguio.   He is a vegetable and flower producer by occupation.

Hon. EDGAR MIGRINO CHATTO

Former Congressman of the First District of Bohol and Assistant Majority 
Floor Leader of the House of Representatives, Edgar M. Chatto is now the 
Governor of the Province of Bohol.  He served as Bohol's Vice Governor 
from 1995 to 1996 where he was also elected National President of the 
National Movement of Young Legislature (NMYL) in 1995 and National 
President of the League of vice Governor of the Philippines (LVGP) in 1998.  

Edgar Chatto has a wide and rich experience in public service having 
been a public servant for 19 years. As a legislator, he has various 
significant contributions: He authored provincial ordinances creating 
the Provincial Anti-Drug Abuse council (PADAC) and its counterpart, the 
MADAC (municipal), the CADAC (city) and the BADAC (barangay); the 
Build-a-Library-Build-A-Future Project; the Center for Drug Education 
and Counseling (CEDEC); the bibliotherapy of Mobile Library and Clinic 
Project; the Pres. Carlos P. Garcia Scholarship Program; the Overseas 
Workers Welfare Assistance Desk; the Barangay Reading and Information 
Center; the Provincial Revenue and Administrative Codes the second of 
such kind in the country); the Environment Code (the first in the country); 
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and the creation of the legislative research arm, the Special Projects Unit 
(SPU).  He is also the Pioneer in the country's modified Purok Network, 
which gained national recognition. 

He was born on February 21, 1960.  He finished his Bachelor of Arts major 
in Economics at the University of the Philippines in Dilliman.  He pursued 
his Bachelor of Laws at the Ateneo de Manila University.  He obtained 
a Master’s degree in Government Management at the Pamantasan 
ng Lungsod ng Maynila .  He was awarded a full scholarship (Senior 
Managers in Government Program) at the John F. Kennedy School of 
Government in Harvard University, Massachusetts for a course in Public 
Sector Management.

Mr. VICENTE SANTOS PARAGAS, CESO III

Vicente Santos Paragas is the executive director of the National 
Water Resources Board.  He has 36 years of government service in 
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, starting as 
a Provincial Environment and Natural Resources Officer, to Regional 
Technical Director for Forestry, Regional Executive director and OIC, and 
Assistant Secretary for Field Operations.   He has also served as the DENR 
Upland Development Project Coordinator covering the areas of Mindanao 
and Northern Luzon.  

Paragas received several awards: Outstanding Alumnus, University of 
Southern Mindanao in 2008; Outstanding Alumnus UP College of Forestry 
for Public Service in 1999; and Most Outstanding Regional Executive 
Director – DENR in 1999.  

He is the president of the Society of Filipino Foresters Inc from 2001 
to 2003.  He was also involved in other organizations such as the UPLB 
College of Forestry Alumni Association as a president from 2001 to 2003; 
Fraternal Order of the Eagle; and the Philippine Coast Guard Auxiliary.

Paragas was born on September 11, 1947 in Zamboanga del Sur. 






